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INTRODUCTION

While many governments have become aware of the need for continuous training and development of educational leaders, even increasing the budgets allocated for that purpose, there is a dearth of concrete outcomes. Increased inputs have not been paralleled with improvement in the technical performance among staff in Ministries of Education. This is especially so in the case of the Sultanate of Oman (Al-Rawas, 2011).

The effectiveness of strategies often employed in training employees in the MoE of the Sultanate of Oman has been questioned by scholars and researchers. For instance, the training programmes for administrative staff in the Sultanate of Oman have been found lacking of proper needs analysis (Al-Qasimi, 2004; Al-Kaabi, 2002), particulary they do not employ scientific methods in conducting needs analysis and training (Sangoor, 1997; Shayban, 1993; Al-Qasimi, 2004). In addition, among some training programmes, it is observed that the needs analysis does not match with the programmes they are targeted to meet (Al-Qasimi, 2004). Another critical concern of the current training programme is its inadequacy to cater for the essential needs of the educational managers (Al-Mashekee, 2009). This deficiency has brought about repetition of some training programmes for the educational managers in the Ministry. In addition, the planning phase of training programmes is mostly done in isolation from the design and implementation of training programme. More often than not, the programmes are not structured or aligned to help the managers achieve consistence in their professional development. This makes it difficult for the training programmes to meet the needs of the educational managers.

Models of effectiveness of training programmes

Several models have been used to explain effectiveness training; the most popular being Kirkpatrick’s model commonly used to study the effectiveness of performance (Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2007). According to this model, (Kirkpatrick 1950; Croes, 2012), in evaluation of performance there are four levels of which each stage is a prerequisite or foundation of the other. The levels include:

Reaction level: This level measures trainees’ reaction toward the training programme. It gives the information whether the trainees like
the programme or not. It measures degree of trainee satisfaction towards the training programme. Many tools help to assist at this level such as; programme evaluation sheet, interview, questionnaires, survey, focus group, and immediate response and the trainee would comment throughout the training programme. The obtained information can help the trainers to improve the aims, objectives, content and training approaches of their future training programmes (Boverie et al., 1994).

Learning level: This measures the trainee knowledge that has been gained from the training programme. It assists to know the degree of the knowledge participants get from the programme, change in skills, and their behaviour. It can also assist in pre- and post- examination of the trainees after the training programme to measure the extent of learning or knowledge gained group discussion or interview. The test should relate and reflect to the learning objectives; in this case it can help to improve training approaches in addition to measuring the training programme objectives that have been achieved (Boverie et al., 1994). At the learning level, there is a measure of the progress, attitudes, and skills of the trainees. In addition, the feedback from pre and post tests, observations, colleagues and managers help to measure the progress of this or next training programme (Croes, 2012).

Behaviour level: This measures the practices of knowledge and skills gained from the training programme at their work places. In this level, evaluation of the effectiveness training programmes tries to identify the trainees’ reflections and application of skills, attitudes, and the knowledge gained from training programmes in their work. This level assesses the change in behaviour of the employees who undertook the training programmes. This level can assess by direct observation from the managers or interviews with the trainee colleagues, and from pre and post skills of the trainees who undertook the training programme. To insure the successfulness to this step, Boverie et al. (1994) advised the trainers to apply the following steps; (1) prepare a plan and to describe how the knowledge can be transferred to the working environment, and (2) organization should prepare support to transfer knowledge. Also, (3) organisation should prepare training topics, activities and the objectives needed to be related to work, (4) rewards for the desired achievement, (5) and also, to give time to measure the transfer of knowledge in utmost three to six months. The tools that help to assist in measuring this level are pre and post-tests, interview, management, and peer observation.
Results level: It measures the benefits of the training programmes from application of the knowledge gained during training. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the training programmes can measure the success of the training programmes through the information that the managers provide, for instance, decrease costs, quality development, and increase the profits. The value of the training programme cannot be measured only from one-step, but it should be through collecting evidences from the four steps. Then, writing and presenting the final report to the decision makers, as much as the job on each level has been done well and accurate the final report will be precise and provides all the stockholders with real data (Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2007). At the result level, there is also the measurement of the training programmes. Measurement of the value and effectiveness of training are very important in the training programmes. The organizations spend large amount of money in training. Organisations and government departments need to get more benefits from the new knowledge and skills gained from training programmes which their employees do attend.

According to D. Kirkpatrick and J. Kirkpatrick (2007) to make training programme effective there is need for certain criteria which have to be met like the rational of the programme, the adjectives, programme schedule, right trainees, match trainee need and good choice of training approaches whether be from the same organization or by adopting.

Guskey (2000) developed a model for evaluation which he adopted from Kirkpatrick (1959) which is commonly used in business and industry. The Guskey model of evaluation consisted of five stage which were distributed hierarchically, one stage leading to the other. The five levels of Guskey model are- Trainee Reactions, Trainee Learning, Organization Support and Change, Trainee Use of New Knowledge and Skills, and Trainee Learning Outcomes. These are;

i. **Trainees’ Reaction:** This considers the satisfaction of the participants with the; aims, method, content, environment, facilities, time and the trainer used in the training programmes.

ii. **Trainees’ Learning:** It examines the knowledge, beliefs, and competencies the participants gained from training activities. The trainees can be examined on knowledge and skills they have taken and can be applied. These can show, explain, and
write proposals on how to solve specific problems. It can be either written or oral, pre-exam and post-exam. Also, the learning stage can be examined by using certain standards.

iii. Organization Support and Change: The most important element in this stage is organization. If the trainees attained a specific programme and try to practise, whatever they learned in the positive environment well, it encourages and motivates them through different way such as; let them ask to apply what they learn or train the other staff, provide them with time and resources, generalize the new knowledge and skills and reward them. In this level the success that has been attained in stage one and two, if not well nurtured, can be lost if the organization does not support well the training programmes (Guskey, 2000). Also the environment can affect the training programme but if the managers encourage the implementation of training skill and knowledge, it can be helpful in transferring of the training knowledge. Some of the components of training that can be affected in the learning transformation are training design, participants features, training content the chance to practices the training (transfer system) (Holton et al., 2000).

iv. Trainees’ use of New Knowledge and Skills: The examiners in this stage will try to understand if the trainees used their new knowledge and skills, whether their methods of doing the duties are changed, and whether the change is positive or negative. To check the achievement of this level, the experts or the trainers can interview the managers of the trainees or use written or practical exam. According to Guskey (2000), the evaluation of this level should be at least three months after attending the training programme.

v. Trainees’ Learning Outcomes: At this stage, participants show what they have benefited from the training activities; the general outcomes of the training on the trainees who attended the training programme. Various measurements in this stage are important for example performance, achievement, and behaviour (Guskey, 2000). The researches reports contradicted results towered the relationship between transfer system components and achievements (Holton et al., 2000).
To put these two models in an ecological context, we can safely argue that for us to know the effectiveness of a given training program, we have to examine the inputs (in terms of the objectives, trainer characteristics, equipment and training setting) and outcomes of the training, both short-term and long-term.

THE PRESENT STUDY

Although many studies have been done on training needs analysis and development of training programmes in general (Shayban, 1993; Al-Alawi, 2003; Al-Qasimi, 2004), little or no scholastic attention is given to participants’ perceptions about and evaluation of the effectiveness of training programmes for educational leaders in Oman. Therefore, the ultimate concern of this qualitative study is to identify the perceptions of selected Omani educational leaders about training programmes and their evaluation of the effectiveness of such programs. This is an important first step in helping us to understand the strengths and weaknesses of training programmes and formulate an appropriate blueprint that will address both peculiar and general challenges faced by educational managers in Oman and other developing countries. The study specifically sought to answer the following question: how effective are the training programmes for educational managers in the Ministry of Education, Sultanate of Oman?

METHOD

The qualitative approach of case study was employed in this study to get a comprehensive in-depth view of the issues (Creswell, 2007). In-depth interviews were conducted with nine respondents. Respondents included three educational managers in the Omani Ministry of Education; three Omani leadership trainers working in the MoE; and two international leadership trainers. This was hoped to give us the perspectives of both the trainers and the trainees. The trainers selected for the study were based on their experience of training educational managers while the educational managers had at least five years’ experience and had attended at least one training programme in the Ministry of Education. To get a complete picture of the effectiveness of training programs, four subordinates of the selected educational managers were also interviewed. In all, participants ranged in experience between 17 and 34 years. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Thematic analysis was then conducted following the guidelines given by Creswell (2007).

RESULTS

To answer the question of the effectiveness of training programmes for educational leaders in the Omani Ministry of Education, thematic analysis of the verbatim data collected from interviews with respondents yielded six major themes. These are: the objectives of the training program and how those objectives are formulated; trainee selection, prior knowledge, and general characteristics; contents or subject matter of training; training setting, trainer qualities, and the methods, tools and techniques used; outcomes of training in terms of changed characteristics and improved performance; and finally, mechanisms in place for evaluation and general impressions of the effectiveness of training programmes. Below is a summary of the results.

Objectives of training Programmes

The main element in any training program are its objectives. Effectiveness basically means that the program meets the objectives it was set to achieve. Thus a study of effectiveness has to start with ascertaining the suitability of the objectives. Regarding this point, many of the respondents were of the view that sometimes the objectives are not suitable for the target group. One of the respondents commented that:

“No, the Programme management and technical skills.... because it was Basic…. For the second programme .... was expressing a real technical need exists in the department ...(DU40&44). She explained his answered by more elaboration; “Was suitable for me if it was 3 years ago ... or 4 years ago in my beginnings as head of department ... has an effect .... to correct the path of the work flow in the department”.

It can be revealed from her answer that the first programme is not suitable because it contains the ABCs of management and she works as deputy director for more than seven years and the programme was dealt with the basic skills for educational manager. In addition, this programme was not based according to her need. The second programme was suitable for contribution to correct workflow. Informant (R3) response was close
to R1 the programme as he attended for no specialized training. From his point of view training path is not tied to career path at MoE and most of MoE employees attending training programmes according to their job title are not based on real need. He said:

“Issues ... of forming team work-is not only related to job but also linked to the General Life ... it is .. not specialized ... in the Ministry we are still late because there is no clear path for each employee.... in the Ministry of Education moving to another state ...is not well planned (DU46).” He explained his answer with: At the level of the ministry I think it does not exist ... because... Now, what exist is that you are within the environment.. of human resource development programmes, so all programs you will attend will be related to the development of human resources ....”

According to a study conducted in the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs by (Al-Qasimi,2004), it was found that 89% of the sample studied lack the real need analysis of the trainees and the programmes were not related to their real task which leads to failure of the training. In a similar study conducted by Shayban (1995) it covered the civil ministries in the Sultanate that showed that most of the training plan among civil ministries rely on short-term training plan (67.9%) and the proportion of the midterm training plan averaged (32.2%) and long-term training plan was very limited (3.6%).

Trainee Characteristics and Prior knowledge and skills

To ascertain the suitability of objectives, it is important to ensure that the right staff are chosen to participate in the programme. This is related to the issue of whether they have appropriate prior knowledge and experience. Regarding the method used to select trainees, we explored whether it was based on their need, if the programmes were required for the informants or their head nomination or based on job analysis and so forth. This would show the researcher if there was real need for the programme. One of the informants (R1) said:

“They wanted to cover the largest possible number of these segments of the administrative that did not receive enough training... Regardless of our actual need... (DU32)”

He emphasized that the training was not built on real need, it was simply intended to maximize the number of trainees. The programme
included all administrative segments. Informants (R2) responded not far from (R1). According to her the first programme was for all recently designated as heads of section and the second programme was by nomination. Even informants (R3), from his point of view, pointed that they were nominated according to the job title. Informants (R2 & R3) responded as follow respectively:

“Administrative and technical skills Program... is group selection for all recently designated as heads of departments ... The second program the art of leadership was l nominations from the Department of Human Resources Development(DU40)..... Just on job title... (DU40). He elaborated his answered with “been targeted managers and deputy general managers

This could reflect that there were no requirements of this type of programmes. 100% of the trainees in qualitative sample data showed that they were nominated to attend the training programme based on their job title. Identification of training needs in government institutions faces many problems, including instability of the foundations of identification of training needs (Shayban, 1995), inaccuracy of these needs with the lack of an objective method used (Al-Khabouri, 1993, Shayban, 1995; Al- Hanashi, 2004 and AL-Qasimi, 2004, Al-Hassani, 2012 ), non-participation of the trainees to identify their training needs and not to pose their views about their desires and their actual needs for training programmes and subjects (Al Qassimi, 2004).

Regarding the levels and prior knowledge of trainees, we wanted to know if the trainees had the same job title and so she might facing the same difficulties under the conditions that they had equal qualifications and experience, as for as possible to help in the detection of whether they needed the same programme or not. Approximately similar answer with further addition and elaboration were obtained from some informants that varied with background with different experiences and qualifications with similar job title. This led to mixed levels of achievement. The first informants (R1) respondents;

“Different levels of expertise....... Old and recent experience.. graduates Bachelor and Master degree .. and there are some with considerable technical expertise and that of a few expertise(DU20).She added more explanation;”
The non-homogeneous experience...Influenced positively the program"

In her point of view, various experience and qualification helped in the enrichment of training programme. The forth informant (R4) said:

"...varies according to academic qualification, all trainees are graduated...In general, academic qualifications are homogeneous between bachelors and master’s degrees - ... the occupations reasonably homogeneity..... No strong difference in the occupations attended (DU38&30). He gave further explanation:” women are more active in general, more anxious, more interactive, more commitment to attend than men are vary between very keen and not keen to learn, nothing in between”

It can be noticed from the obove informant that the trainee varied in their academic qualification but having the same job title. Also the informant R4 believed that, females were more committed to the training activities and attendance than male. The question has been posed to focus group too, they said:

“Most administrators programs include deputy directors and sometimes director themselves attend; different job title. And different experiences of course. Regarding qualifications some hold bachelor and some doctorates (DU150&152)”. They explained the years of experience: “...Between one to 20 years...”

From the perspective of trainer’s, it is important to know if the trainees were aware of the training programme and whether they knew about the programme’s objectives and themes before attending the programme. The fourth informant (R4) replied;

“... The biggest segment was medium (DU30)”. He gives some examples for some different cases; “Some of the trainees attend the training programme after they have done some readings and search in the internet.....they have read my C.V. and some of the managers educations trainee they have average level and they don’t participate effectively if you ask them they will answer and some other they attend the training programme without.”
It can be understood from the answer that the preparations of the trainees to attend the programme varied, and this in consistence with fifth informant (R5), he said:

“All attended and has the desire and interactive with the programme, but the disparity is there.... Attend late on the first day..... (DU 26 & 32). He supported his view with that; Notes from some of the trainees that we received the call to attend late, and we wish we knew the themes in advance,... Change had taken place on the dates because of duplication between the activities in the provinces”.

The six informant (R6) replay,

“General managers while attending the training they have kind of anticipation or apprehension. They have high expectation in the programme and they prefer a trainer to be old, with good position, Academy”. He dig deeper by added some elaboration;” they questioned whether the program going to added some knowledge to them really, because they have great experience”.

It can be concluded from his answer that usually did not have much prior knowledge but merely anticipated some things from trainers. They preferred the trainers to have specific criteria that needed to be on the trainer as the following: high position, qualification doctorate and old in age. This can be interpreted as previously mentioned in research question 4. The reason behind is that the administrative trainers in Head training centre had not conducted any training for this category. Al-Hamuda (2012) found that the trainees did not see the themes and the aims of training programmes before they were conducted.

Gaps in trainee prior knowledge and expectations could be lessened if there is pre-program communication with the trainer. One of the most important components to success of training programmes is communication between the trainer and the trainees before the programme to make sure of the fact that the training objectives touch a real requirement as well as to determine the validity of the training objectives. Therefore, the researcher felt the need to make sure of the extent of the presence of a type of communication between the trainer and the trainees before conducting the programme. All trainers did not meet the trainees before the training.
Informant (R4) and (R5) had replied respectively;

“Unfortunately, does not allow us to meet them... But we communicate with them through phone calls... (DU12&13) and emphasis on the; I insist the trainees to be communicating with me either through messages or phone calls... I send them some questions. (R5) said: did not happen at all. He gives further explanation; my concern.. sitting with all stakeholders and targeted group before the training but it never happened (DU16&58)”

It can be observed that the trainers did not meet with the trainees but in some cases communicated with them through phone calls. In cases where there was prior contact, the gaps between the expectations of trainers and trainees were reduced.

**Contents of training Program**

The contents of the training program were given special attention. Owing to the religious and cultural background of the trainees, the contents of the program should include an attempt to integrate modern contents with Islamic beliefs and practices.

In the Islamic community, the perception of the individual about himself and his community plays an important role in his outlook whether it is either positive or negative towards himself and community. Each individual in a particular community is characterized from other individuals in a different community by a variety of features derived from the values that he believes in and that can be generated from Islamic education. The results of the existence of the Islamic educational values in construction profile for a Muslim it be in association with Allah Almighty, which makes him being watched Allah in secret and in public.

Muslims balance fear with the hope that Allah alone is the owner of decisions and fate, and it’s all due to him. Thus, a Muslim who has the values of Islam is free from the fear of life, or fear for their livelihood, or fear from their prestige and status as life is in Allah’s hands, there is not a creature’s ability to diminish this life, an hour or a few hours:

“Say, Never will we be struck except by what Allah has decreed for us; He is our protector. And upon Allah let the believers rely”. (Surat At-Tawbah, 51)
The individual Muslim believes in Allah accompanied by mood optimistic which recognizes an individual with all the rights to life, asking him to seek self-assertion, which pays for the activity and work, and to seek the knowledge to understand the universe around him and define its role and function in the universe. This awareness is progressive with demanding change and reform for understanding and research, innovation and invention, and therefore man in the Islamic faith is vital. For the foregoing reasons, the researcher felt to introduce axis of values and development as part of the system with the effectiveness of training programmes.

The Omani Islamic society must play Islamic values role in building character of its member’s Islamic humanitarian, so it should formulate divine touch in every home, to engage all in raising awareness of Allah as he has been commanded to raise and to have the guidance from Allah. The purpose of this question is that the researcher wanted to identify the extent of the presence of an emphasis on Islamic values in the training programmes and with what values; the question is considered as a prelude to the next question. The focus group said:

“It is not included all the time. Most of the trainers are Muslim and Arab. And mostly Arab. commitment... cooperation, sincerity or honesty... (DU186 &188)”.

It can be noticed that there is no significant emphasis on Islamic values. Example of some Islamic values has been raised in training programme; Commitment, cooperation, honesty and sincerity. Informant (R4) replied;

“We use the method of delivering or binding the values in the training program. Motivating conscience means exciting hidden noble values with the trainee......... (DU62). He gaves some examples; “through creativity in motivating conscience....”

It can be concluded from his answer that the Islamic values have been emphasised by connecting the subject with the Quran, it helps attracting the trainees to the programme by emphasizing the moral side. All the informants ‘supported the fact that raising the Islamic values through conducting training programmes helps to attract the trainees and motives them.
Regarding the mechanism used to address Islamic values in training, the first informant (R1) and (R2) respectively said:

“Topics are all about skills gaining, in order to gain a skill, you need supportive sentimental side ...the trainer was focusing in giving supportive of this side by focuses upon the Islamic values (DU38). She enhanced his answer by some elaboration;” When there are debate in the training, the trainer always provide Religious aspects by this he was convincing people...

“Has been integrated through activities through life situations, using a case study by some visual presentations in the video ... (DU54)”

It can be concluded from the above that the trainer gains trainees skills by stimulating the emotional side and tie it with religious values. The Islamic values are integrated with practical activities and linked with theoretical knowledge with examples from the Qur’an and Sunnah. The trainer perception about the method of integrated Islamic value in the training is not far from informants (R1&R2) opinion, Islamic values from his perspective are linked to the Qur’an or Sunnah or the positions of the life of the Prophet’s companions, either through raising the issue or through the implementation of operational activities. Moreover, values can be promoted through practical exercises. The trainees were attracted to the programme by emphasizing the moral side. Informants (R5) said:

“As we talked about the issue of the leader or head of the department is supposed to explore the possibilities and abilities of his employee... We discussed how the Prophet peace be upon him sees the Khalid bin Waleed that position in the field of Jihad.... Whether in the presentation or through the application.. (DU46) Human teacher peace be upon him say, I left you, with two things that you will not never go astray after me, the Book of Allah and Sunati .... Many of the administrative issues and many of the psychological theories and administrative fact that “our goods is return to us” there is no doubt that we dealt with this aspect”.

All of the respondents agreed on the importance of including Islamic values in the training programs. These can integrate these values in several ways: to link the theoretical framework and cognitive side of the
Qur’an and Sunnah, to give exercises or activities and link them with examples from either the Qur’an or Sunnah or the lives of the prophets Companions. Recent research in the field of administration proved that people who are doing to promote themselves through attention to the spiritual and moral side would be more competitive than their counterparts (Abdullah, 2012).

Ideally, the contents of the training programme should be reviewed and evaluated before running the programme whether in internal or external training. This is part of formative evaluation, an ongoing process that should accompany each stage of the training. The design of the training programme is one of the most important stages, so there should be some kind of pre-evaluation for programme work papers. Especially in light of the existence of standards, working papers had already been prepared and generalized to all directorates at the head quarter in MoE and educational general regions. The evaluation of work papers increases the quality of the training programme, which reflected on the increased efficiency. HRD is the department responsible of all training stages. Here, the focus group represented HRD. Therefore, the researcher asked this question to them, and they answered;

“...was supposed to evaluate the papers (including the hand-outs and worksheets) before the implementation of the programme for the internal training, however, but this was not committed by any department of the Ministry or the governorates ..... (DU 99 & 101)”. They give some justification that explains their failure to assess the work papers; “..When you ask the international experts to send you the content before the program they refuse.”

Usually, organizers only ask for course descriptions goals and themes plus the curriculum vitae of the trainer. This means that the content of the programmes is not reviewed or evaluated. According to Azadgalah (2005) and Alloatie (2008), the content of training was repeated in spite of the different norms in addition to the lack of correlation between the content and contemporary thought.

**Organization and delivery of training: Setting, methods, and techniques**

How training is delivered is as important as the objectives and contents of the training program. This aspect includes the physical setting as well
as the techniques, methods, audiovisual aids, and even the personality of the trainer.

Actually, in the Sultanate of Oman, in MoE, the training can be held in different places, but the researcher later wanted to know from informants’ their opinions about the head training centre, the place that was belonging to MoE. Moreover, the researcher designed this question to identify whether the place was suitable or not, and if not she wanted to know how that could MoE develop the training head. The answers were obtained from trainees which were informants (R1, R2, R3) and trainer informant (R4) replied as follows:

“Head Training Centre (DU24)” (R2) gave the name of the place”....Nizwa College.....Emadist institute (DU32)”. (R3) said” Was in external Hall.. he gave example In Sur Beach Hotel”. (R4) mentioned” Hall not a training hall, main training centre”. He gave the name of the hotel; “Zakher Moll”

Regarding training conducted in internal training centre, they meant head training centre or hired external premises hall in the hotel. The researcher believed on the importance of the environment in training as it was found by other researchers as one of the factors in determining effective training programme. The second informant (R2) said:

“For Mazoon College... Hall is a meeting hall and not training hall... Lecturer did not use certain sources that we can refer to it later.... service was good and available (DU34). She gave further explanation; Way of sitting was not are suitable ...there were no need to return to the sources of educational ... food and food facilities were available”.

The informant thought that the place of training was not appropriate as well as educational resources while services were appropriate. From her point of view, there was no requirement to use external resources. The third informant (R3) mentioned:

“Suitable ... Hall is equipped to some extent (DU34)”.

Informants gave different opinions; Hall was suitable and equipped. The informant (R4) agreed with informant (R3) as Halls were inappropriate, he repeated that twice. He said:
“...Halls were not liable ... inappropriate (DU38 &40)”.
Informant (R5) agreed with (R2) he said: In the governorate of Muscat, the hall was not prepared well, the level of nutrition was not appropriate. Of course.. tools generally available .... Sometimes the place is not suitable (DU38) he supported his idea with further explanation”...There were columns in the middle of the hall...... The lack of places for training in the Ministry of Education”

The informant’s opinion was about training centres in general which were unprepared in terms of infrastructure. However, tools and devices were available. The informant thought that it would be ideal to add onto the head-training centre as another training environment in the MoE. Therefore the MoE needs to upgrade the infrastructure of the centre. Informants gave different opinions; (R2 and R5), talks of insufficient training hall and the need for improvement whereas the (R3) believed that the hall was good and enough. It might be because R3 received the training in five star hotels. For sure, the training environment was good.

Halls at the hotels are best in terms of capabilities and facilities, but the training centre either in the Ministry or in the educational general directorates needed to be upgrade in terms of number of halls, the capacity of training hall and the service while the facilities were sufficient. There are many reports within the MoE indicating that the training centres were not suitable and not enough to hold training programme planned by the MoE. According to Shayban (1995), there were deficiencies in the technical equipment for training and limited government agencies in the Sultanate, the agencies had enough equipment to a large extent (11%) only, the proportion of the agencies that had the equipment to some extent (50%) with the non-availability of these possibilities for the rest of the government agencies in the Sultanate. The data sample confirmed limited government agencies that are available with the devices and modern training aids (11.1%) of the agencies, which are compared to its modern to some extent (47%), and non-modern (27.8%), and 11.1% did not have any devices at all. Recently MoE established “Specialist Center for Vocational Training for Teachers” to overcome the training programmes problems.

Regarding the length of the training programme, informants tried to explain the time of conducting training and the duration of the programme, the informants (R3) respondents;
“Choosing the time of implementation... were not a problem...
As a period... I think needs... to be longer. And elaborated
his answered with” What gives us the reassurance that there
were no problem in terms of execution time, because most of
targeted people were able to be available”

It can be noticed that execution time for conducting training was
suitable. However, the period for training was not sufficient. Informant
(R2) had opposite opinion about suitability of duration and period of
implementation, in her perception the duration of the two programs
were enough and implementation time of the first programme was
not appropriate. Because she was new as the head of section by that
time. She was busy to understand her new job, and HRD selected her
to attend the training programme. Thus, she was too busy handling her
previous duties to substitute person. The head of the departments and
her staff kept calling her; therefore her mind was disturbed between
her new duties and the training programme. From her point of view,
if the programme was delayed she would be more interactive with the
training. She said:

“...Duration Was enough but timing was inappropriate  ...
The second programme -technical leadership- was for one
week, duration was sufficient.... (DU38)”. She gave further
elaboration” because we were recently designated as heads
of departments, we took the training session, and we have big
responsibilities and tasks ahead of us therefore we received
so many calls from the office”

Sometimes training programmes for educational managers included long
set of objectives and themes while the training period was not exceeding
two days in most programs, an average of 10 training hours. This led
to the trainees to focus on the cognitive domain and neglecting skills
and attitudes. There are many studies in the MoE and other ministries
that revealed that effectiveness and quality of training do not have good
impact on employees (Al- Hanashi, 2004 and Al-Qasimi, 2004). In this
study, it was clear that there were many objectives that were needed to
be covered in a short period of time and this also lead to in effectiveness
of training on trainees.

Regarding the trainer’s personality and performance, one of the
informants (R2) commented that:
“Their performance is good (DU16)”. She explained and gave reason why their performance was good; “But there are better trainers than them..... I am... and the group while discussing we viewed better trainers for this programme in order to improve the benefit of the programme...the trainers don’t have to be from outside, we have Omani expatriates in this field ..... However we shouldn’t deny the positive impact on us.... gives us opportunities for discussion, acceptance of views and help us as trainees...But in the training methods Ithey are closer to lecturers because they are academic lecturers than trainers”

The respondent answer indicated that trainer performance was good and the style of trainers was closer to the lecturers than to trainers. It means that trainer had used lecture method. The third informant (R3) replied:

“The trainer was terrific (DU22). He elaborated his answer with”. Tried to affect the targeted group with Information and theoretical knowledge and evidence installer test and what came in the Qur’an and Sunnah... He was trying to make change or lifting skills through the formation of conviction.... but... usually convictions that form as a result of the impact of knowledge is long or non-continuous”.

Informant (R3) had a different opinion about the trainer’s performance. This was due to the trainees that are from two different educational regional directorates each of them trained by a certain trainer. (R2) was trained by international trainer and had been working for a long time in the field of university teaching, so his performance tends to be a teacher more than a trainer. The second was the Omani trainer and had a long experience in the field of training. He is not from MoE, but he is a training expert in one of the Civil Service Ministries. The lecture is the method most commonly used in training programs, and represents the largest percentage in the causes of the boredom of the trainees (Al-Tilbani et al., 2011). The same interview question had been conducted to the trainer. Informal (R5) said:

“....to a large extent and the evidence that Rating forms I received from the Ministry of Education of course they prepared the form Rating based on their goals, they also analysed these forms Rating form(DU24)” .He explained and gave reason why he said that “Thanks Allah... Some
states reached 96 for the average each year, the least of 86 or 88. Therefore, it is an indication of success”

In general, we can conclude that most of the participants were satisfied with the presentation skills of the trainers. The finding was in line with that of Al-Masheke (2009), the results of his study proved the ability of trainers to prepare a lecture and display them in sequence with clarity, management discussions during lectures. The most important methods used in the training were lectures and workshops that relied on scientific material to provide trainees with them, the case study and the role play method was relied on them to some extent. The study of Al-Mashekee (2009) recommended having specific criteria’s for the selection of the trainers which required experience and competence with them. There was need to train them effectively and provide them with all the competences necessary for the training process including: leadership ability, academic knowledge, good to deal with the group, a way to provide feedback, the ability to communicate, influence and persuasion

As regards the techniques and aids used during the training programme, respondent (R1) had an interesting point of view: “*No need for the trainer to use sophisticated technology...he used PowerPoint and direct speech...he obtained the objectives (DU18)*”

From her point of view the trainer used simple techniques and achieved the objectives. The finding was related to that of Al-Masheke (2009) where the most important teaching aids used were computers and modern technologies associated with it and others included were overhead projector, the blackboard, drawings, maps, illustrations, reference books, periodicals, pamphlets (printed materials) and movies (audio visual aids).The second informant (R2) said: “... *The only means used were (Data show) for illustration display.. The way they sit on the horseshoe-shaped.. did not allow discussions and group activities (DU18)*”

The answers were different with her opinions about the adequate of resources in various ways. There was inadequacy of the means used. Trainees sat on the horseshoe. This finding is not consistent with previous informant (R1) and that of Al-Masheke (2009) which could be because the study evaluated all programmes and policies, training of human resources from the perspective of total quality management applicable to Educational General Directorate- (Dhofar - Oman ). It evaluated all
the training programmes conducted in Educational General Directorate - (Dhofar - Oman), so the results were consistent with the results shown in the Annual report of the professional development for the year 2010, 2011 and 2012. In addition, informant (R1) attended programmes with another trainer where the method had different and training aids. The current trainee from the governorate of Muscat talked about training aids that were used in the two programmes, which he attended.

Outcomes of training program

Training would be useless if it does not lead to change of behavior or attitudes among the trainees. This theme discusses respondents’ perceptions of the benefits of training programs in terms of whether they actually applied the new knowledge and skills acquired. Respondents (R1& R3) stated that they gained skills and knowledge from the exchange of experiences among the trainees which has been applied and their replays were as follows respectively;

“Yes... for (ROI)..... other programme was ... foundational helped us in giving us some evaluation , that can be used to measure our performance,... we entered into how to deal with staff .... .. The exchange of experiences was the most useful thing in this programme (DU44). The programme was in two-part theoretical and practical. (R3) said: I applied the values ... when I start forming team work, this team work should be specialized...team work must have a leader capable of managing it well... and capable of distributing missions... how to integrate each other,... these roles in the end serve to the benefit of the work ...(DU50)”

The views of Informants (R7 & R8) were close to each other as their answers had some similarity with informants (R1 & R3), as follows;

“Yes (DU17 &19)”. He gave further explanation; the programme, which we took must be re-posed to others on the basis of what presented and we benefited from it ... we use to follow a particular pattern in the administrative work after attending this programme we .. supposed to be better”. ( R8) said :”Usually yes ..(DU14)”. She support her answer with; “they refer to the information and notes taken during the training programme”.
From their answer, we can conclude that there was some sort of practice of the learning skills in the workplace with different contribution levels. On the important topic of change in behavior, the first informant (R1) said:

“.. Administrative and technical skills.. little changes .. 2 out of 5 degree, but in the (ROI) programme.. out of 5 degree ..I can say 4.5.. the technical program the changes was fixed ..(DU46)”

It can be seen through her answer that the administrative and technical skills have lesser impact whereas the programme (ROI) has high impact. It is acceptable because the first programme was not based on the desire of the trainees as it was not built on a real need while the second programme was at the heart of the work of the trainee in addition to her department which was the request for, planning and organizing of the programme. the answer of Informant (R3) was different from (R1), he said; “Not that much (DU52&54)”.

It is apparent that the programme contributed slightly to the change of trainees’ behaviour. Based on the trainees’ answers, there were different impacts in their behavioural changes. The same question had been asked to the boss and the subordinate of the trainee and their (R7, R8) answers were as follows respectively;

“Contributed a lot.. (DU34). He gives further explanation; “Subjecting the individual to new information ... or a particular position or a particular exercise for sure be positive to work... Our practices that may be ... spontaneous... after the training ... it was standardized scientifically”. (R8) said: “contributed to some extent, it begins to contribute to the change and development of the participants (DU38)”. She supported her answer with;” some guidance for senior supervisors on how to solve the problems and reduce the load of problems which exist in the field”

It can be revealed from the above responses that training contributed to a change in behaviour, which reflected positively on the educational training programmes. So positive behavioural could change to standard practices and skills. It is apparent that human being daily learns a lot of knowledge and experiences many based on practices while of them are not practice in everyday life, they will not gain. Researcher designed
this question to identify the extent to which it offers the knowledge and experience to acquire from programmes. The informants (R1 &R2) answered respectively as follows;

“The technical programme was fixed (DU48)”. She comments on the second programme and she gives further explanation;” the aim was to establish the right mechanism of action and based on the scientific basis for the department ... This achieved... and now we follow this system ...” (R2) said:”...Most or all of these skills I have them....(DU62). She support her opinion; by the team does not, but I noticed my rating through my employee through my sense of their satisfaction while dealings I feel the program has achieved the objectives thankfully”.

Informant (R9), a senior administrative supervisor, had this to say: “He has a broad knowledge, and he benefit from the experiences of others and also he follow what he believes in (DU38)”. This somehow implied that trainees practice the skills acquired continuously. While there was variation in the responses among the informants, we can observe some sort of agreement that there was some kind of observed change in working behaviour in addition to a type of consistency in some acquired behaviour from knowledge and experiences gained from training programmes and trainees opinions were supported by with their employees and their managers. The finding of the related study conducted by previous researchers (Al-Kaabi, 2002; Sangoor, 1997; Shayban, 1995) confirmed on the lack of an association between training needs and design programmes, where there was no measure of training needs in accordance with the curriculum of modern scientific needs. This latter was offered in training halls which was not associated with reality that focuses on information and theories.

Ideally, there should be assessment of the cognitive level, and at the application level after the trainees return to their workplace. On this point, the first informant (R1) said:

“There was learning evaluation, pre and post evaluation ...for the administrative and technical skill programme there was no evaluation....Professional Training plane covers only 1% of the programs and ROI is carried out accordingly.... The percentage of evaluation of programs at each level varies...
evaluation of interaction and satisfaction supposed to cover 90-100% of the programs in learning the same thing 90-100% of the programmes in the application level I think 40-50% and the evaluation decreasing till reaching 1% (DU56, 58&60). She explained her answer by some example;” The average of pre-evaluation was 1.5 to 2% from 5 post evaluation became 3.5 - 4% this was in learning skills.... a clear plan for the program at every stage from A to Z till the measure of impact and then plan application for a trainee ... and how it claimed to be measuring instruments.”

A study by Al-Adawiya (2009) indicated that the process of evaluating training in training centres in MoE, was not convergence with proper attention to be activated and that the most as the tools used to evaluate the training programme was a questionnaire, which was different from one centre to another. There was no organizational structure of the evaluation process, there was no a procedural manual nor the team specialist in evaluation, as it did not take place within the scientific basis for the evaluation of the planning, execution, analysis, judgment and follow-up. As there were no reports of the evaluation, but there was a report of training which contained training programmes carried out by the Centre in the financial year with the objectives, target group, the kind of the program, place of execution and data about the trainer and the training centre.

**Evaluation of training program**

The final theme is about the overall assessment of the effectiveness of the programmes and whether there are inbuilt procedures for evaluating the program. One of the components of a successful training programme is the clarity of the objectives and an assessment of the extent to which they have been achieved. Regarding this, informant (R3) said: “The level of knowledge and the level of conviction of the importance of teamwork might have been achieved (DU28)” . It can be noticed from this respondent that the programme’s objectives were achieved on the level of knowledge and teamwork only. This finding is consistent with Al-Hanshi (2004) on the civil service, where in it was concluded that training programmes were not effective and had shortage of quality, for instance, the training programme was not targeted all job categories and the weakness in training was of not helping to improve employees skills, lack of quality in all training process stages. There was a lack of
objectivity in the nomination or selection of trainees to attend training programmes. In another study conducted on identifying training needs and their impact on the development of performance in the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, it has been found that the training did not meet the objectives in all dimensions i.e. cognitive achievement, skill development and simulate the attitude (Al-Qasmi, 2004). According to informant (R3) the programme achieved parts of its objectives. Informant (R2) said:

“Administrative and technical skills Development Programme achieved the desired objectives at a higher rate than the other programme ... Leadership programme was a for one week, did not add new thing to me, while the other skills development programme administrative and technical might be a little better (DU30). She gave further explanation; The second programme the art of leadership, Lecturer was Arabic, but holds citizenship of European.. way of delivering information was truncated “unsuitable”

Informant (R2) compared between the two programmes attended while she was of a head section; the first programme administrative and technical skills Development- this program achieved the desired objectives at a higher rate than the other programme - The Art of Leadership- where the programme did not add any information to the trainees. However, the Informant (R2) did not go for any further explanation as how the objectives had been met.

To what extent do the training programmes have inbuilt evaluation mechanisms? Considering that the government is spending large amounts of money on staff training, it is imperative to assess the impact of training programs on the participants. On this point, the first informant (R1) said:

“Was evaluated and the results of the theoretical evaluation were 90% ... and for managerial and professional skills were not evaluated ... Evaluation was done at the end of the program by questioner and the presence of evaluation specialist... (D56)”. She explained her answered by some elaboration; “If the duration of the programme is two weeks, the evaluator needed to attend two sessions ... taking note and recorded in special forms. ... notes on Trainer on the trainee’s, training material and services provided to
the auditorium and problems .. if any problem he tells the coordinator of the implementing agency of the program to find solutions”.

It noticeable here that the method of evaluating and assessment tools for the two programmes varied as pre-evaluation and assessing at the end of the programme for the second programme while no any evaluation for the first programme. Informant’s (R2) response reflected that there were no follow-up on training effect. She said: “We were not been evaluated ....What we have gained from the experience of leadership or of managerial experience, nor the return investment of the impact of the follow-up training (DU50)”.

The trainer did not assess trainee either during conducting of training programme or after the training. Note that the trainer is the most capable and competent in measuring the extent to which the objective, because the training material was prepared and presented by him. The fourth informant (R4) said: “No..they evaluate..mostly in the end of the training program (DU54,58 &65)”. He gives further elbration;” In the training programme people from evaluation of train investment distribute questioner for evaluation”.

According to the study conducted by Al-Alawi, (2003) to evaluate whether the training programmes in Oman at the training institutions are evaluated, he revealed that the majority of the training institutions and the government organisation in Oman using different methods of evaluation during the programmes implementation or at the end of the training programme and there was no follow up on trainees performance after the training programme. In another study conducted in MoE, by Al-Hsani (2012), it is clearly found from the statistical analysis that evaluation of training and determining training needs ranked least importance in the effectiveness of educational training centres. Al-Mashekee (2009) in his study concluded the importance of evaluation of training programme by natural bodies to see whether the amount spent is equivalent to the return of training on human development. This research also emphasises the importance of the evaluation of the training programmes by the trainers, organizing agency and the department of Evaluating Training Impact at all level of training programmes.

On overall perception of effectiveness of training, the first informant said:
“The administrative Programmes for heads of section or heads of departments are not based on real needs (DU50)”. She supported her view with that; “For administrative programmes either trainers propose the training materials or trainees ask for it..Training programmes provided are often have no clear strategy which they are required after that ... Where are the strategies ... how the trainee can deal with it ..the focus was always on the planning , and no attention was given to the implementation and evaluation of the programme.”

The informants emphasized on the administrative programmes, which were not based on a real needs, she repeated this statement four times, which reflected that she felt it as reality. This indicated the major problem and the reason behind the failure of training programmes. The second informants (R2) replay;

“…..Working to increase the quality and increase the efficiency or improve and thus raise the level of productivity (DU64)’. In addition, she emphasis on”… The trainees who been with me were from heads of transportation departments, heads of other departments they did not attend any training programme before and have no idea how to deal with their staff?”

The second informant (R2) slightly differed by arguing that the programmes increased efficiency and quality for those who never attended any training programme before. On the other hand, she looked at the programmes for those who had experience it is not effective. It seemed that from perspective of both R1 & R2, programmes not effective. Informants (R5) who is trainer and Omani said:

“There is evoluation and precisely what they are doing now to measure the impact of the training... mechanisms and objectives of the Form changed thus really improved and increased the training efficiency....... I noticed that unfortunately.. I do not specify any departments, but in some departments an individual cases using the characterization from another place and presented as their training needs for their employees, but this cannot be generalized....... Of course, there is improvement in the training evaluation
(DU50)”. ” He elaborated his answered with some example such as; “Now measure the impact of training .. means to increase efficiency and quality, now pay attention to the issue of quality and the issue of training”

We can observe that whereas there evaluation was conducted on the training programmes, sometimes the programmes did not match the actual needs of the trainees. Training is often not based on real needs. Thus starting measuring the impact of training programmes, in the Ministry of Education, as an indicator of increased efficiency and quality. Therefore, there is a kind of some improvement. It is in consistence with the previous study of Holt (2011) about creating effective leadership development programmes for a descriptive quantitative case. The result indicated that the effective training programme should focus on focused individual needs; their needs were different according on their responsibility, the enhancement of teamwork, employee motivation skills & communication skills. Moreover, the study proved direct connection between training and developing core competencies. The different kinds of training like formal training, informal training and on the job training helped in developing project management.

Satisfaction with project management services is essential for doing their role. On the other hand, the results of studies confirmed that some training programmes were promising in spite of some weaknesses which needed to be improved in order to enhance their effectiveness. The effective training programme should focus on individual needs like responsibility, enhancement of teamwork, and communication skills, despite no specific evaluation scheme can match all excepted needs. Informant (R8) raised another issue she said: “Since I become a Director of the Department, I have not attended any training programme... not gone through any training programme ..... I think for my case the chance of training is very limited (DU44)”.

This is important since this respondent is a director of one of the most important departments in one of educational general directorate and she is a supervisor of one of the trainees. The fact that she did not attend any training programme reflects the unfair distribution of training opportunity. Apparently there were limited or no programmes for people at this level.
Finally, the overall impression about the effectiveness of the training programmes in terms of evaluation tools, self-evaluation, assessment of trainees, and peer evaluation, the third informant (R3) said:

“We have a special training package for school principals and school supervisors. The training packages for the new supervisors does not actually touch the real need as it happen with In Our schools, the training Package for the school principals and assistants is imported and MOE translated it, where many of the existing things are not ...related to the technical side..We need training packages related to us that discuss our problems and discussed our real needs... (DU62)”.

Notes from answering indicated that there were weaknesses of training packages in the Ministry, and were not touching the reality of the work. The fourth informant (R4) and seventh (R7) approximately were had similar answers as:

“Above average... the availability of infrastructure with a more keen of educational leaders... (DU74)”. Informant (R8) reply; “Programs are of an average level (DU50)”. She gave example that means, “Some programs were excellent and some programmes were weak, so we took the average”

Most of the respondents rated the training programmes in MoE to be above average level despite the availability of financial resources and educational leaders who are keen on the development. In their point of view MoE has good leaders, they sought to qualify of the training with the availability of high budget but still the level of the training programmes fell between excellent and weak. According to Al-Khalili (2002), his research was carried out on evaluation of training for Omani civilian employees to explore and evaluate the impact of existing training programmes on employees in civil service units. The study found that the existing training programs werer promising. Although there were some weaknesses in these programmes which needed to be improved in order to enhance the effectiveness. The study suggested that to overcome the highlighted challenges, there is need for support from the top managers in civil service in terms of improving the training programmes.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study revealed that all of the respondents agree that the training programmes are not built upon real needs, as such the trainings do not have much impact on trainees and training quality have some problems. Based on the findings of this study, it is recommended that, the training specialists need updating with new skills and knowledge related to their specific field and training, in general. These trainings should be from various resources and can be internal or external. Moreover, the training specialists need to practise their skills and knowledge which will help them to develop. There is need to prepare specific criteria for the selection of qualified trainers with experience, qualifications and skills training. Trainers can be developed through exchanging visits, attending a conference such as Global Training STD, and exposing the trainers to other training schools like the Japanese, Korean and Malaysian. There is need to make learning language other than Arabic as mandatory for each trainer. There is also a need to provide opportunities for them to implement training programmes, according to their specialty. Diversifying the sources of training, such as increase training tools, remote training and the provision of sites for trainers on YouTube are necessary to expose them to an on-going programmes. Each phase of training of trainers (TOT) should focus on improving specific competency. Permitting Omani female trainers could be pioneer in this field. The trainers need to have opportunity to meet trainees and listen to their needs of self-assessment, and deal with the training as a mission but not as carrier. There is also a need to enhance finance committee with specialised training for an event management. Training programmes for educational managers should be based on the level of competency they possess. There is need to mix the educational managers in the headquarter ministry with their counterparts in educational regional directorates in some of the programmes, taking into account to also separate them in some programmes to distinguish between the managers who work in the headquarter ministry as supervisors to the rest of the managers on the educational regional directorates. Benefit from “educational managers competencies” (EDUMAC) model may be received from the study to serve as a Road Map of the building and facilitating training programmes for educational category managers. There is need to prepare different training packages that suit each level of educational manager. The Training Policy needs to improve in line
with the new training dimension. Linking the training track with career path has to be associated with functional upgrades for completion of certain training packages. This increases the motivation of trainees to attend training programmes and it will be the reward for them. The training programmes should also take into consideration organisation’s requirement. Leader or educational manager need to be with vision and mission with high technical administrative skills among managers as the training programmes need to focus to diversifying the training objectives such as cognitive, skill and attitudes. With the need to build programmes on the value aspect, the emphasis on the presence of clear formats through the ministry and accurate follow-up by the concerned has to be made to develop conceptual skills. There is also a need for diversification of techniques and training methods to include remote training provides more flexibility for trainees, with more emphasis with new practical approaches to enhance this competency. Adoption of a strong evaluation system is needed so that it can assess the training process in all its stages starting from the identification of needs and then planning including the objectives and content, through implementation of the first training sessions, assessing the level of satisfaction to the end of the assessment of return on investment, whenever it is necessary. The participation of trainer is required in evaluation especially at learning and practicing level. There is a need for outsourcing the use of external experts to evaluate the training to give an impartial and objective judgment on the results of training make sure that the return of training is equivalent or weak in spending. Moreover, it involves the department of evaluating training impacts with them to give them an opportunity to gain experience. The issuance of a unified procedural manual for the evaluation process explaining the basis for the evaluation and follow-up mechanism has been practical with the inclusion of the theoretical framework adopted by the ministry in the evaluation, including the assessment tools that deal with the various phases of training, characterised by reliability to produce consistent and valid results. Training all stakeholders is required on the unified procedural manual in the two level headquarter and educational regional directorates. Activating publication of the annual reports of the professional development is for the betterment of the training plans from where useful feedback is provided for future planning and policy formulation. It is needed to prepare a data base of trainees and training programmes, including information on the results. Distribution of evaluation papers
among MoE employee in general and educational managers specifically is required. This can be achieved by different methods for instance during the formal and informal meeting, brochures, Conferences and seminars. The training plan needs to be based on the accurate training analysis. The ministry needs to adopt new method that match with the number of staff in MoE, in different fields, job title and responsibilities. There are different types of analyses to examine human capital needs the organization analysis, Job analysis and Individual need. There is need to prepare a long-term plan, which considers all MoE needs and all factors, postings of all individuals involved (target group, educational directors, actors requesting programs, decision-makers) which will help to get successful training programmes. The educational manager and HRD may collaborate and play crucial role in this plan and proper clear training system for selecting employees to attend training programmes, Furthermore, for the nomination of who will attend the qualification courses, clear system and procedures are needed. In addition, it is helpful to include clear job descriptions system to help manager and HRD for selection and the trainees feel satisfied. There is need to exchange experience and collaboration between managers among civil service units and private sectors. While implementing the training plan, it is necessary to take into consideration, the suitable duration time of training programmes to the trainees, the right trainer for the topic, the appropriate methods or approaches and different aids. MoE needs to change the head-training centre and based on researcher knowledge they can shift the head-training centre to another location, which is new and smaller than the previous. The training centre requires providing quite number of wide training halls, new facilities, training aids and resources.
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